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From the Editor’s desk

BSSS Journal of Education is proudly presenting its fourth volume. This journal has amplified along with time. There has been a lot of passion and knowledge packed together to bring this journal and it would be reflected through the articles. It gives immense knowledge in the field of education and clarifies several issues pertaining to the study. It generates the accurate sense about research in educational perspective.

In this edition we have put together various articles emphasizing on the contemporary set-up in the field of education. The journal touches various topics like awareness among teachers, value based education, constructivism etc. to more specific subjects like higher education, mathematics as a choice etc. The writers are from different cities and various backgrounds with their enormous and dynamic knowledge.

We in the journal focus on overall understanding, creative research and knack of the writer. The emphasis has constantly been towards the delivery of journal in most reader affable and socially acceptable manner. The team always ensures that the effort delivered by writers is true and fair to their knowledge and acquaintance. Research conducted by individuals is being reflected by the team with particular references.

I sincerely give a hearty thanks to the writers for their endeavour and constant support for the journal. I also extend my heartfelt gratitude to our Principal Dr. Fr. John P. J and Vice Principal Dr. Sr. Lissy Jose for their constant support and encouragement. A big thank you to the editorial team and the advisory board for their contribution and hard work in realising this piece of work.

I welcome an ongoing dialogue from educationists and well wishers and can be contacted at bssseducation1@gmail.com.

Sheena Thomas
Editor-in-chief
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